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Abstract6

Notwithstanding the voluminous literature devoted to academic writing, especially using genre7

analysis, more investigation needs to be done on academic writing pedagogy focusing on8

discipline-specific. However, English for Academic Purpose (EAP) has long been focusing on9

what students learn instead of how they learn. In this regard, this study provides an10

integrated genre-based academic writing teaching model by classroom observation and11

interview, combining Rothery?s (1994) genre-based teaching/learning cycle, Hommand12

(1994)?s circular writing model with Swales (1990)? move analysis to shed some light on13

aerospace English academic writing classroom setting. This study also designs interviews to14

investigate the views of students toward genre-based teaching model and academic English15

writing. Hopefully, this integrated genre-based teaching model can develop students writing16

ability while improving their academic literacy.17

18

Index terms— genre-based teaching method, genre, academic writing, aerospace.19

1 Introduction20

n the white paper ”China’s space program: A 2021 perspective”, president Xi Jinping stated that ”to explore21
the vast cosmos, develop the space industry and build China into a space power country is our eternal dream”.22
Since 2016, China’s space industry develops by leaps and bounds. In the 20th report of the national congress of23
CPC, Xi also emphasized that ”we will move faster to boost China’s strength in aerospace development”. Young24
aerospace talents are the backbone of aerospace development in the future, besides, in order to meet the demand25
of the exploration of the aviation industry for the English proficiency of aerospace researchers, their academic26
literacy needs to be improved.27

An academic article is one of the effective ways to spread aerospace research achievements, share academic28
insights and gain the international reputation of a country. Moreover, English for Academic Purposes (EAP), as a29
branch of English language education, has been a hot topic of research in applied linguistics since the mid to late30
1960s (Feng J & Hyland, 2020). EAP is often favored by researchers interested in the genre as a tool for teaching31
discipline-specific writing to L2 learners in professional or academic settings (Cheng, 2018). In order to better32
spread national aerospace research achievements through academic articles, academic writing and instruction33
become crucial for both students and educators. Snow & Uccelli (2009) suggest that academic English language34
proficiency consists of four points: linguistic competence, genre capability, critical thinking skills, and professional35
knowledge. Academic writing is an important parameter in students’ academic literacy (Yang Y, 2016), which is36
meanwhile a daunting task for students to write because they must master both content and academic competence,37
especially for English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners and novice writers to successfully master academic38
writing skills, because it requires a strong knowledge background in the organization of written texts, appropriate39
language, and vocabulary use (Tangpermpoon, 2008). L2 learners also face additional challenges in developing40
genre competence (Hyland, 2007). Besides, Swales (2004) also mentioned that Chinese research strength has41
not yet been fully manifested in various research indices and databases. The same point is also mentioned in42
Chinese foreign language academia since the 1980s, they have been putting an increasing focus on academic43
English writing. In recent years, the objective of Chinese English writing research has shifted, laying more stress44
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW A) GENRE ANALYSIS AS A SUPPORTIVE
TOOL IN ACADEMIC WRITING

on the subject instead of the object in class teaching (Yang Y, 2016). Also, theorists and practitioners from genre45
approaches reflect that writing instruction should be located in the disciplines (Wingate U, 2012).46

The above problems show that academic literacy in China remains remedial, the same things happen in other47
countries, like UK and Australia. Research has suggested that students might not be as ready as expected to48
explicate and criticize their work with regard to disciplinary writing conventions (Wingate U, 2012). Rather,49
only when the students develop an understanding of their own disciplinary conventions can the writing practices50
be challenged and the writer finds his/her own voice and identity (Lo H Y et al, 2014). In view of this, a teaching51
method focusing on a specific discipline and supported by genre theory is essential.52

Wingate U (2012) started an initiative at King’s College London, called ”writing journey”, she used the53
metaphor by considering writing as a ”journey”, the destination of the ”journey” is to develop the academic54
literacy of students, while the routes to arrive the destination are different. Here ”route” means different55
instruction methods and materials. Regarding the above obstacles, paying attention to the ”route” is necessary56
for both educators and students. As the genre has become a key concept in EAP (Hyland, 2016) and genre-based57
pedagogy is a mainstay of EAP instruction, researchers and practitioners should take notice of the benefit of58
genre-based teaching methods. Therefore, the genre-based approach is an effective ”route” by using text analysis59
to enable students to understand and control the conventions and discourses of their discipline while producing60
text (Wingate U, 2012), which has become one of the most important and influential concepts in language61
education (Hyland, 2004).62

Notably, previous research on aerospace English mainly focuses on the establishment of aerospace English63
corpus, discourse analysis, syllabus design, etc. But most existing syllabus does not tallier a specific course that64
combines both disciplinary contents with genre-based writing instruction. Besides, it is hard to operationalize65
in the actual classroom. Existing literature made few references to how learners actually analyzed target genres66
before engaging in their writing task (Cheng 2008). Under such circumstances, a genrebased academic English67
writing course featured by explicit and systematic instruction related to students’ disciplines may be highly68
beneficial. ??ang & Allison (2003) once said that a focus on text organization remains very useful pedagogically.69
This study focuses on generic pedagogy to sketch some ways from the perspective of how students incorporate70
genre knowledge into their academic writing and their attitude toward the genre-based teaching model.71

2 II.72

3 Literature Review a) Genre Analysis as a Supportive Tool in73

Academic Writing74

The word ”genre” is derived from the Greek word ”category” or ”classification” (Hyon, 1996), which was originally75
applied to literary critics in the 18th century. Traditionally, it was conceived as a collection of fixed conventions.76
In the 20th century, modern critics have reconceptualized genre as ”a dynamic set of conventions”, which are77
associated with changing social purpose (Swales, 1990). Since the 1970s, the concept of genre has gradually78
penetrated into the field of linguistics (Yumei J, 2004).79

John Swales(1990), as one of the representatives of genre analysis, defined genre as ”an identifiable80
communicative event characterized by a set of communicative purposes that occur frequently in a particular81
professional or academic community and that are accepted and understood by members of the community”.82
Swales believes that genres with relatively consistent purposes should have relatively similar structures. Therefore,83
professionals and scholars in a particular field should try to maintain this structural form to improve the quality84
and efficiency of communication (Swales, 1990). The most influential genre analysis framework established by85
Swales is initially characterized by the analysis of ”move” (Swales?2000).86

”Move” refers to a section of a text that performs a specific communicative function (Kanoksilapatham, 2007).87
Swales (1990) explains that moves often contain multiple elements or steps and the function of these steps is to88
achieve the purpose of the move to which they belong. Some of the moves in a genre are obligatory, in that they are89
necessary to achieve the communicative purpose of the genre, whereas others are optional, those which speakers90
or writers may choose to employ if they decide those moves add to the effectiveness of the communication but91
do not alter the purpose of the text (Hasan, 1989). Based on Swales’ genre theory, move analysis is an effective92
way of discourse analysis in investigating the underlying rhetoric structure of research articles (RAs) in terms93
of moves and steps for some pedagogical purposes (Moreno & Swales, 2018). An explicit understanding of text94
structures, linguistic choices, and the purpose of genres is crucial because one of the difficulties faced by EFL95
students when asked to produce an academic text is that they often have an inadequate understanding of how96
texts can be organized to convey their purposes (Hyland, 1990).97

Regarding this, the aim of genre-based pedagogy that this study adopts is to identify how these moves are98
organized in a given genre to raise learners’ awareness of both rhetorical organization and the linguistic features99
closely associated with their discipline. By employing Swales’ move analysis, researchers analyze numerous texts100
of a specific genre to identify rhetorical sequences, or moves, in different parts of the writing. Students then learn101
about these moves to meet their disciplinary writing conventions and criteria (Lo H Y et al, 2014).102

Based on the specific role that each part of the academic article plays in achieving the communicative purpose,103
Swales (1990) first identifies the larger structural parts of a research article, including the introduction, methods,104
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result, discussion, and conclusion section, these individual sections of research article all have certain moves and105
steps. In terms of abstract, Hyland (2000)’s linear order of five move model was widely used. ”Create a Research106
Space”, also known as the ”CARS” model was put forward by Swales in 1981 and showed a sequence of three107
moves that frequently occur in the introduction section of a research article. What’s more, through a corpus-based108
study, Lim (2006) summarized the move structure of the methodology section, which follows three moves. Also,109
there have been several studies in the result section, including Brett (1994), Nwogu (1997) The above models110
have motivated many attempts of investigations in various fields, the importance of genre knowledge not only lies111
in helping language learners to understand and master academic, professional, or educational discourse but also112
in facilitating learners to follow some conventions of their discipline (Swales, 1990). What’s more, the results of113
move analysis have been successfully used for developing teaching and learning materials (Stoller & Robinson,114
2013).115

4 b) Hammond’s Circular Writing Model116

Hammond et al. (1992) proposed a model including two cycles and four stages (see figure 1), this study tries to117
incorporate this model into aerospace academic English instruction. The above schema consists of two circles118
and four stages aiming to develop the different abilities of learners. The first circle focuses on developing listening119
and speaking skills, while during the second circle of learning, students’ writing abilities can be improved.120

In the first cycle, starting from the first stage called Building Knowledge of the Field (BKOF) where teachers121
and students build cultural context, share experiences, and discuss vocabulary and grammatical patterns, laying122
a solid foundation for the next stage. Then comes the Modeling of Text (MOT) where students read or listen123
to various texts that are geared around a certain communicative purpose, get to know its social and linguistic124
features and social functions, understand its schematic structure, and receive teachers’ feedback. After listening125
and reading the material that shares the same communicative purposes, students enter the third stage called126
Joint Construction of Text (JCT). At this stage, learners try to produce spoken or written texts with their127
peers, and with bits of help from the teachers, students are free to share their academic knowledge and discuss128
things from different angles and write together. After completing the previous process, students consolidate their129
understanding of the text’s schematic structure, field knowledge, and language patterns through interaction with130
teachers and their peers. They enter the final stage of the first cycle called Independent Construction of Text131
(ICT), here, students are expected to write a text on their own (Yang Y, 2016).132

The second cycle is aimed at developing the ability in controlling written and spoken texts. Students gain133
some writing ability from the first cycle and write the text independently in the second cycle. After going134
through two circles by student-student and classteacher interaction, students will master some genre knowledge135
in their discipline. The Australian systemic functional linguistics view of genre has promoted several instructional136
frameworks for implementing genre-based pedagogy (Halliday & Hasan, 1989). The most representative is137
Rothery (1994), who designed an effective writing cycle (see Figure 2), which can be divided into inner and138
outer cycles. The outer model includes three modules beginning with deconstruction, in this process, teachers139
play the primary role in guiding students to identify text organization and key language features. Through explicit140
instruction, language patterns in deconstruction are easy for students to learn and use, and these patterns can141
again be applied in independent writing modules (Martin, 1999). Deconstruction is followed by joint construction,142
teachers-students interaction helps them jointly construct a new text of the same genre, following the general143
patterns of the models. After this stage, students are dominant and can produce text on their own. As the inner144
circle suggests, the goal of the pedagogy is both control of the genre and critical orientation towards texts. This145
teaching and learning cycle in the Australian context are to help students become more successful readers and146
writers of academic and workplace texts (Hyon, 1996).147

The combination of the two cycles can both be the instructional guide of English academic writing classes with148
a specific discipline. Because the two cycles have the same logic but have a different emphasis, the first cycle149
proposed by Hammond focuses on genre, while the second cycles emphasize writing instruction. Both cycles are150
designed to narrow the gap between students by guiding the whole class to deconstruct and jointly construct the151
expected genre before they attempt independent writing tasks (Rose D, 2015). Regarding this, the two cycles152
jointly promote students’ genre awareness and help them to develop specific knowledge fields and ultimately build153
distinctive language patterns in a certain genre (Martin, 1999).154

5 d) Application of Genre-based Teaching in Disciplinespecific155

Academic Writing156

Genre-based teaching includes both theory and practice, but more attention needs to be paid to empirical and157
experimental studies related to a different discipline, besides, few studies focus on the aerospace English classroom158
setting. In order to meet the urgent demand of the aviation industry for the English proficiency of aerospace159
major students, there is a compelling need for teachers of writing courses in English for academic purposes (EAP)160
to have a better understanding of how instruction can assist students to achieve their academic goals.161

There are some typical latest studies related to specific disciplines supported by genre-based teaching162
approaches. For instance, Ellis (1998) conducts a contrastive experimental study on how effective a genrebased163
approach was in teaching the writing of short tourist information texts in an EAP context, and how this method164
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11 HOW DOES GENRE KNOWLEDGE FACILITATE STUDENTS’

improves learners’ ability to produce effective tokens of the genre. The statistic in his study shows that the genre165
group improved significantly whereas the nongenre group did not.166

Jihua Dong and Xiao fei Liu (2020) explored the potential of integrating corpus-based and genre-based167
approaches to teaching rhetorical structures in engineering academic writing courses at a university in China.168
The effectiveness of this pedagogical approach was evaluated across pre-and post-instruction questionnaires,169
interviews, students’ reflective journals, and students’ writing samples. Their study can be conceived as an170
attempt at a new integrated method in academic writing instruction.171

In order to implement the genre-based teaching approach to aerospace English classes and meet the need of172
the new situation, Chinese researchers Liu Quan and A Rong’s study published in China ESP Research in 2021,173
proposes a ”theory + practice” model of basic English for aviation based on the genre teaching method. Their174
study proposed that the existing curriculum in vocational colleges is no longer adequate to meet the needs of175
both teaching and learning. It is important to develop a curriculum based on the needs of students and to176
clarify the positioning of general English and Aviation English (Liu Quan, A Rong, 2021). This claim reflects the177
disconnection between general English teaching and students’ need. This paper is a good attempt to implement178
a genre-based teaching method in real aviation English class, and the students’ feedback is a positive trend.179

All the above cases highlight the potential power of genre as an explicit, supportive tool for building academic180
literacy (Cheng 2008). Genre-based teaching approach focusing on rhetorical organization can be successful in an181
EAP or ESP teaching situation, therefore, Students of different majors need to have some linguistic knowledge,182
especially genre, in this way, they can both achieve their communicative goals and produce well-organized writing183
(Ellis, 1998).184

6 III.185

7 Methodology a) Research Design186

English for Specific Purpose has long been noted as paying ”scant attention to how people learn, focusing187
instead on the question of what people learn” (Hutchinson & Waters, 1987). In order to solve the problem,188
this study aims to investigate teachers’ practices and students’ attitudes through classroom observation and189
post-class interviews. (The author has observed 40 doctoral students’ genre-based academic writing classes with190
mixed majors with more than 20 class hours at Northwestern Polytechnical University, China). The purpose191
of observation is to explore how students notice and analyze generic features of academic texts and incorporate192
generic knowledge into their academic writing. However, the students in the observed class have different majors,193
including Biomedical Sciences, Engineering, Mathematics, Aeronautics, Architectural and Civil Engineering, etc.194
So, this study attempts to put forward a new integrated teaching method specifically for aerospace students.195

8 b) Data Collection196

The primary data of this study comes from three types, class observation notes, post-class interviews, and197
instruction materials of class. Class observation lasts for consecutive 10 classes. During the observation, the198
author took down some notes about students learning behavior, response, attitude, and teacher’s comment during199
the class. In order to investigate the attitude of students toward the new teaching model, a post-class interview200
was designed to explore students’ attitudes about the current situation in their English class and the genre-based201
teaching model. The interview lasts for 30 minutes, and there are a total of 10 Volume XXIII Issue II Version I202
4 ( ) interviewees majoring in aerospace from the observed classroom, the interviews were semi-structured. The203
interviews were audio recorded and transcribed in full by Xunfei technology. Instruction materials used in class204
were used to evaluate the difficulty of the learning material and how these materials facilitate learners’ writing.205

9 c) Data Analysis206

Data analysis proceeded inductively through repeated examination of class observation notes, teacher’s comments,207
and relevant interview statements.208

10 d) Research Question209

11 How does genre knowledge facilitate students’210

English academic writing? 2. What are the students’ views toward the new integrated teaching syllabus for211
aerospace students?212

e) Instructional Design Since the students in the observed class were all Ph.D. students and they were all213
expected to write up and publish their research after the class. Besides, the goal of this academic English writing214
course is to improve students’ academic English proficiency and to be able to write professional academic texts in215
this field. Focusing on these goals, the implementation of genrebased integrated teaching methods in aerospace216
English academic writing classes consists of four interrelated stages with the guidance of the two cycles and217
Swales’ move analysis as the theoretical basis. The following is the procedure of class design: The first stage aims218
to build knowledge of aerospace, in this regard, students are supposed to collect at least ten academic articles219
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published in highimpact factor journals to establish a mini corpus. All the articles are geared around aerospace220
academic texts and topics that they are going to deal with in the second stage.221

The second stage is the most crucial part in this writing ”journey”. Students start to delineate the macro222
rhetoric organization of genres and the micro linguistic features of the articles they collected. During this223
process, genre analysis plays as a kind of critical engagement of text, students are engaged in ”deep thinking”,224
they think from the perspective of the writer to see how rhetorical choices are made and talk with the author225
(Yang Y, 2016). Move analysis helps students figure out the rhetorical structure and communicative purpose226
of the collected texts. With the help of teachers, students are supposed to first decipher the move structure of227
articles and figure out the lexicogrammatical features that characterize a move. Then, they need to distinguish228
the obligatory and optional moves and the communicative purposes of these moves. Teachers can lead students229
to deep thinking by posting some questions, like ”how many moves are in this part of the article?”, and ”what230
are the writers’ purposes for using these words and expressions?”. Teachers are supposed to follow the structure231
of articles to proceed their instruction. According to Sun Yu (2021)’s study, academic English writing courses232
should be taught with an understanding of subject-specific content and discourse to help students establish their233
discipline-specific writing model. Besides, writing in the disciplines requires the subject expert to teach writing234
as part of the regular subject teaching (Wingate U, 2012). If necessary, this study suggests that two teachers are235
supposed to jointly conduct the course, one has linguistic knowledge, especially about the genre, and the other236
should be an aerospace professional or specialist involved in the teaching and evaluation or preparation process237
for the class. In this way, the whole teaching process will be more effective and professional. After class, the238
out-of-class assignment on annotating the move structure should be assigned to students.239

The third stage is the joint construction of the texts. Students try to write the different parts of articles by240
imitating these collected articles. Then, it is necessary to have a peer review and group discussion after finishing241
their writing. At the final stage, they come into the independent construction stage, after finishing their own242
work, teachers’ evaluation will do a lot of help.243

After going through the above genre-based teaching procedures, students are supposed to become more244
observant readers of the discoursal conventions of their fields and thereby deepen their rhetorical perspectives on245
their disciplines (Swales & Lindemann 2002).246

IV.247

12 Results and Discussion248

The post-class interview interviewed 10 students whose major is aerospace at Northwestern Polytechnical249
University, China. According to the time period in which students were exposed to genre knowledge, the questions250
of the interview were divided into three main sections, before-class, during-class, and post-class questions,251
corresponding roughly to the concerns of the two research questions. During the process of the interview, the252
interviewer explains the new teaching method to the interviewees to see their attitude towards this integrated253
teaching method. The interview questions and students’ responses are as follows:254

Question 1: Do you have academic English writing classes related to your major before? 7 students mentioned255
that they have classes on academic writing like the observed class, in which the students have different majors256
and attend the class together, but no tailored instructions focus on their major, and three students didn’t have257
such a class before. Besides, in traditional academic writing classes, teachers will lecture them on some general258
rules that fix most of the disciplines. Students think this way of teaching is ineffective.259

Question 2: How did you learn to write and publish your academic article before?260
In this question, most of the students say that they learn it by themselves by reading a lot of articles related to261

their research, finding the rules from these articles, and imitating the structure, but this is quite timeconsuming.262
Other students say that academic writing always makes them headache, because they haven’t learned how to263
write academic articles systematically before, so they don’t know where to start. Most of the students pointed264
out that analyzing the move structure and identifying the communicative purpose of each move is the most265
difficult because some of the moves and their communicative purpose are not always clear. Students pointed out266
that their focus on academic writing has shifted from the sentence level to a deeper level, they concern more267
about how they convey information instead of the information itself, and how to accurately express their views is268
crucial. They start to enjoy reading different samples so they can see how these articles are organized and catch269
the authors’ points. The genre-based method can make them become more confident and interested in writing270
academic articles than before. Students generally hold a positive position towards this new teaching model, they271
say that the new teaching method is different from the traditional one, it has specific instructions related to their272
major and a detailed analysis of the structure of the articles. Especially the two teachers jointly conducting the273
writing class are innovative and may do a lot of help. Hopefully, this method will become common in universities274
to meet their needs instead of going astray.275

The above interviews reveal the attitude of students toward the new teaching model, which mainly comes from276
three perspectives:277

Before taking the genre-based academic writing class, this interview reveals the problem that the traditional278
general English classes cannot meet students’ academic writing needs, the general English class most students have279
taken is quite superficial and fundamental, which only presents students with simple vocabulary, sentence, and280
grammar teaching and exercise. This kind of class cannot contribute to academic literacy improvement but may281
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help in their fundamental English abilities. So, there is a disconnection between the current university English282
curriculum and the needs of students’ desire of improving their academic ability. During the class, students283
seem to be more confident and feel motivated after the instruction because they seem to have some clues on284
academic writing. After hearing the new teaching model put forward by this study, most of the students give285
high comments on this syllabus design, because they think the class provides the theoretical basis for academic286
writing. This kind of genre-based teaching makes students’ writing output more operable.287

The Genre-based teaching method offers students an explicit understanding of how target texts are structured288
and why they are written in the way they are (Hyland, 2007.) This integrated method not only can be applied289
in aerospace English academic writing classes but also in other disciplines.290

V.291

13 Conclusion292

Hyland (2003) in his work gives us a strong and powerful explanation of the function of the genre-based teaching293
method, he said that by making the genres of power visible and attainable through explicit instruction, genre294
pedagogic seek to demystify the kinds of writing that will enhance learners’ career opportunities and provide295
access to a greater range of life choices. The genre-based pedagogy has opened new horizons in front of course296
designers, materials developers, language educators, and second language learners. Previous teaching practice,297
classroom observation, and students interview show that the new integrated genre-based teaching approach298
enhances the students’ genre knowledge, stimulates students’ interest and motivation in writing, and promotes299
collaborative learning in the process of writing, proving that the genre-based approach is an effective method of300
teaching academic writing at university, which is worth promoting.301

Volume XXIII Issue II Version I302

14 G303

As a different discipline has a different rhetoric paradigm, this study aims to inspire students to be more flexible304
and break out of their mindset in their discipline, instead of conforming to the prototypical structure of the texts305
or applying a ”one size fits all solution” in academic writing. However, as this study only shows a model of306
teaching in aerospace English academic writing class, further researches are necessary to implement and promote307
this method in real aerospace English class. Future research also can specify the design and improvement of genre-308
based course aims, content, and structure, more importantly, teachers’ training and support are also needed. 1309
2 3 4 5310
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